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MESOAMERICAN PYRAMID-TEMPLES:

25 CENTURIES OF AN ARCHITECTURAL TRADITION

INTRODUCTION

Over four and a half centuries have now passed since Hernan Cortez

and his followers first gazed in astonishment at the great pyramid-temples

which dominated the skyline of the island city of Tenochtitlan, the Aztec

capital. Cortez, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, and many others, spoke in glowing

terms of the tower-like pyramids crowned with gleaming temples which

marked the center of this great city, but during the Conquest the temples

were torn down and even the great pyramids were reduced to rubble as the

Conquistadores sought to remove all visible traces of a once great civilization.

What Cortez and the Spanish conquerors did not know, however, was that

the Aztec pyramids were only the latest examples of a long tradition of

pyramid building which stretched back in time more than twenty-five centuries

and covered an area which includes all of Mexico south of the Panuco-Lerma

drainage, Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, and western Honduras to an approxi

mate boundary formed by the Ulua River and Lake Yojoa (Fig. 1). This latter

area is what is commonly called Mesoamerica and the purpose of this paper

is to trace the birth and development of the Mesoamerican pyramid, a generic

architectural form which was the most pervasive man-made structure ever

conceived in Mesoamerica.

The Mesoamerican pyramid was not a true pyramid and can best be

described as a truncated pyramid with stepped sides, where the flat space

on top was generally reserved as the location for a small building, believed

to be a temple. It can also be thought of as a series of superimposed

platforms, where each succeeding platform is smaller than the one below.

In its simplest form, the combined pyramid-temple is square to rectangular

in plan and has a single stairway leading to the temple building on the upper

level (Fig. 2). A more complex form is shown in figure 3, where the stepped

sites of the pyramid slope inward and feature apron type moldings and inset

corners, and the temple gains added height with the addition of a high

roofcomb. As we shall see, the generic pyramid-temple form is capable

of an infinite number of permutations, and these differences appear to be

mostly a function of time and space.
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Figure 2. Typical Py ramid- Temple ?;,,-- -i r i ? -i t,r ' K
Hgure 5. Complex Py ramid- Temple

PRE-CLASSIC PYRAMIDS

As far as is presently known, the birth of the Mesoamerican pyramid

occurred somewhere around 1000 B.C. in the Olmec region near the Gulf

of Mexico. It was here that the first planned ceremonial centers began

and with them, the erection of truncated pyramids as the supporting base

for temple buildings. Remnants of these early structures can still be found

at San Lorenzo, Tres Zapotes and La Venta (Fig. 1). At La Venta, a huge

crenelated pyramid about 130 meters in diameter and 30 meters high marks

one end of a ceremonial plaza (Fig. 4). At the other end of the plaza is

a smaller stepped pyramid, perhaps the first of its kind. These early pyramids

were constructed of earth and their summit temples, where present, were

undoubtedly made of perishable materials which have long since disappeared.

As is the case with so many Mesoamerican cultures, we still know very little

about the so-called Olmec peoples and what caused their society to collapse,

but their influence was felt in distant regions where Olmec-type art forms

and Olmec inspired pyramids were later to become the order of the day.

Figure 4. La Venta

Complexes C and A



The rise of a new group of ceremonial centers in Oaxaca, the southern

area, and the Central Plateau of Mexico during the Late Pre-Classic period

(800-200 B.C.) marks the next stage of the development of the Mesoamerican

pyramid. At Monte Alban in Oaxaca, at Izapa near the Pacific coast, at

Kaminaljuyu in the Guatemalan highlands, and at Cuicuilco, Totomihuacan,

Tlapacoya, and Teotihuacan in the Central Plateau of Mexico, new pyramidal

forms appear, including those faced with stone or adobe masonry. The huge

pyramid at Totomihuacan in the Puebla Valley, whose stepped sides rise

to a height of about 150 meters, was built of earth in Olmec fashion but

at Cuicuilco, Izapa, Tlapacoya, Monte Alban, and Teotihuacan, pyramids

faced with stone masonry make their first appearance, and with a few

important exceptions, the masonry faced pyramid was to become the norm

throughout all of Mesoamerica. The great round pyramid at Cuicuilco, which

reached a diameter of 150 meters in its final form, was probably the largest

pyramid of its time (Fig. 5). The curious arrowhead-shaped Mound J at Monte

Alban, which has been dated to the Pre-Classic period, shows stepped sides

and a stairway flanked with alfardas, or sloping ramps, which became a

favorite architectural detail among many later Mesoamerican cultures (Fig.
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Figure 5. Cuicuilco - Round Pyramid
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Figure 6. Monte Alban, Structure J

Elevation and Plan
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CLASSIC MESOAMERICAN PYRAMIDS

The Classic period (250-1050 A.D.) marks the apogee of Mesoamerican

civilization and this is reflected in the multitude of regional cultures which

reached their peak during this time span. At Teotihuacan in the central

plateau of Mexico, at Tajin on the gulf coast, at Monte Alban in Oaxaca,

at Kaminaljuyu in the Guatemalan highlands, and at more than a dozen major

centers in the lowland Maya area, the Mesoamerican pyramid-temple reached

new heights in terms of size, numbers, and diversity. A glance at the chart

showing the distribution and relative chronology of important pyramid-temples

in all parts of Mesoamerica (Fig. 7), shows the heavy concentration of pyramid

building during the Classic period, particularly in the lowland Maya area.

It is not possible to identify every pyramid-temple which was ever

built in Mesoamerica and figure 7 shows only those sites where noteworthy

examples have been excavated and partially restored. What stands out most

clearly from this list are the diverse ways in which each regional or local

culture adapted the generic pyramid-temple form to their own purposes.

With one major exception, which is restricted to the Post-Classic period,

every conceivable variation on the basic stepped-pyramid and temple form

was tested and refined during the Classic period.

In terms of size, the solutions varied enormously. Figure 8 shows a

selected group of pyramids drawn to the same scale. The largest in terms

of area, is the great pyramid at Cholula, which measured about 400 meters

along its base in its final form. Next is the pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan

which measures 218 meters at the base and reached a height of 75 meters,

including the temple on top (now fallen). The tallest pyramid in the Maya

area is believed to be Temple IV at Tikal, which reaches a total height of

about 65 meters, including the temple with its high roofcomb although the

huge Danta and El Tigre complexes at Mirador rival Temple IV at Tikal in

height, not including their fallen temples. At the other end of the scale

are very small, but extremely elegant temple-pyramids such as the Temple

of the Sun at Palenque and Temple VII at Comalcalco (Fig. 9).
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Cholula IV. Inset, Cholula I
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Figure 8. Comparison of Largest Mesoamerican Pyramids
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A closer look at the list of pyramid-temples shown in figure 7 discloses

that there are a number of basic shapes and configurations which are repeated

often enough to be classified as major types within the general class of stepped

pyramid-temples. These types include 1) radial-symmetrical pyramids, 2)

pyramid-platform complexes, 3) multi-story pyramids, 4) symbolic

pyramid-temples, 5) pyramid-palace complexes, 6) pyramids with rounded

corners, 7) pyramids lacking temples, and 8) the typical pyramid-temple

which is organized around a central axis bisecting its single stairway. In

addition, there are variations in terms of the construction technology and

materials employed including the rock-cut pyramid-temple at Malinalco

(Fig. 10), the adobe brick pyramids at Kaminaljuyu, and the fired brick

masonry pyramids and temples at Comalcalco (Fig. 11). The temples crowning

the pyramidal bases are as diverse as the pyramids themselves and include

the masonry vaulted temples of the lowland Maya area, many of which include

high roofcombs, colonnaded temples such as are found at Chichen Itza and

Tula, and flat, or sloping beam
,
and mortar roofed temples which are

characteristic of the gulf coast, Oaxaca, and the Central Plateau of Mexico.

Figure 10. Malinalco - Temple of Eagles 4 Tigers



Radial-symmetrical pyramids. Although the vast majority of pyramids

and pyramid-temples display bilateral symmetry, with the axis of reflection

bisecting a single stairway on the front side, there are perhaps a dozen

examples of pyramids displaying radial symmetry. In these latter forms,

there are four stairways, each of which seems to be directed toward one

of the four sides of the universe as envisioned by many Mesoamerican cultures.

Included in this group are Structure 4 at Copan, Structure A-3 at Seibal,

Structure 1 at Ikil, the Castillo at Chichen Itza, the Castillo at Mayapan,

the Pyramid at Acanceh, the Temple of the Seven Dolls at Dzibilchaltun,

Structure E-VIII-sub at Uaxactun, the twin-pyramid complexes at Tikal,

and el Osario at Chichen Itza. It is worth noting that all of the examples

of radial-symmetrical pyramids are confined to the Maya area and were

erected at various times during a period of over one thousand years.

The earliest known example of this form is Structure E-VIII-sub at

Uaxactun (Fig. 12), which has tentatively been dated at about A.D. 200,

while the latest is the Castillo at Mayapan, which has been dated at approxi

mately A.D. 1250. The Temple of the Seven Dolls at Dzibilchaltun (Fig.

13) falls about midway between the extremes and has been dated at about

A.D. 700 by E.W. Andrews V (1984).



Pyramid-platform complexes. While a good many pyramid-temples

appear as the dominant elements in larger architectural assemblages, the

pyramid-platform complex represents a special case which deserves further

comment. Complexes of this kind are found at Coba, Izamal, Oxkintok,

Uxmal, Nohpat, Xcoch, Edzna, Tikal, Mirador and many other sites. This

kind of complex generally includes a large stepped pyramid-temple, surrounded

by lesser structures, all of which are situated on top of a huge platform,

also with stepped sides. The largest aggregate of this kind is the Danta

complex at Mirador which measures about 200 by 190 meters along the base

of the platform and supports a pyramid which reaches a height of over 50

meters. The Cinco Pisos pyramid at Edzna stands on a platform which

measures about 152 meters on each side and the Pyramid of Zamna at Izamal

stands on a platform about 200 meters on a side and 12 meters high, and

the pyramid itself which rose in eight steps was about 11 meters high, not

including the temple building which has now fallen (Fig. 14).
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Multi-story pyramid-temples. While there are only two documented

examples of what can best be called "multi-story" pyramid-temples (Edzna

and Ikil), no description of Mesoamerican pyramids would be complete without

some reference to these extraordinary variations on the basic pyramid-temple

theme. The Templo Mayor at Edzna, which is also called the Cinco Pisos

Pyramid, is the dominant architectural feature of the huge platform-pyramid

complex which marks the center of this great city. The pyramid itself,

which stands on a low platform, rises in four levels and each level now consists

of a row of rooms with replace the usual solid face of the stepped sides

of the pyramid. Recent excavations have shown that the outer rooms were

added over an earlier stepped pyramid of conventional design. The pyramid

supports a four room temple building with a high, slotted roofcomb over

the central dividing wall (Fig. 15). A broad stairway leads directly from

the lower level to the top of the pyramid. This fantastic interpretation

of the basic pyramid-temple form is indicative of the extent to which the

generic form can be manipulated to produce a new architectural expression

without losing the fundamental symbolism of the pyramidal form.
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The other example of the multi-story pyramid-temple is found at Ikil,

a minor Maya site not far from Chichen Itza. Wyllys Andrews IV, who explored

the four-story pyramid-temple at Ikil in 1956, has shown that the pyramid

as seen today originally consisted of an Early Period stepped-pyramid which

rose to a height of 19 meters. The temple on top brought the total height

to about 25 meters. At a later date, three stories of rooms were added

on all four sides of the earlier pyramid, covering it completely. At the same

time, four new stairways were added, covering the original stairway(s) (Fig.

16). Andrews IV has tentatively dated the outer pyramid to the Late Classic

(Pure Florescent) period, which makes it roughly contemporary with the

last phase of the Cinco Pisos pyramid at Edzna.
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Symbolic pyramid-temples. Perhaps the most innovative variation

on the basic pyramid-temple form is found in the "twin-tower" buildings

which are the hallmark of the Rio Bee architectural style. The so called

towers are actually simulated, or symbolic, pyramid-temple structures which

have been incorporated into the main facades of multi-chambered palace-type

buildings. The famous twin-towered building at Rio Bee B (Fig. 17), is

a typical example of this unusual form which includes two simulated

pyramid-temple structures, each of which features a steep-sided pyramid

with rounded corners, a broad stairway with inset masks and alfardas on

both sides, and a simulated temple with a roofcomb on top, complete with

a large recess marking the symbolic doorway. The most striking example

of this form is found in Structure I at Xpuhil, where there are three simulated

pyramid-temples, two on the front, with a third centered between at the

rear (Fig. 18).
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Figure 18. Xpujil - Structure 1, Main Facade (restored)
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Pyramid-palace complexes. I have selected the term "pyramid-palace

complex" as a way of describing a series of buildings in which one, or more,

pyramid-temples were built on top of multi-chambered palace-type structures.

To date, only four examples of this combined form are known (Hochob,

Structure 5-6, Dzibilnocac, Structure 1A, Tabasqueno, Structure 1, and

Xkichmook, Structure 1). All of these examples are found in the Chenes

region of the lowland Maya area and all can be dated to the Late Classic

period. As can be seen in figure 19, Structure 1 at Tabasqueno consists

of a combination of a small pyramid-temple which is centered over a

one-story, multi-chambered building of the type that is generally called

a palace in the Maya area. There are two rooms directly below the

pyramid-temple and it is believed that the pyramid and temple were added

after the lower building had already been constructed. While it bears some

resemblance to the twin-towered Rio Bee buildings with their simulated

pyramid-temples, the pyramid-palace form differs considerably since the

temple buildings have normal masonry vaulted interior spaces and the pyramids

below have usable stairways which provide ready access to the upper temple

building.
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Pyramids with round corners. As noted earlier, the majority of Meso

american pyramids are square to rectangular in plan with sharply angled

corners but some have rounded corners which tends to soften an otherwise

purely rectalinear form. Included in this group are the simulated pyramid-

temples in the Rio Bee region, the Pyramid of Zamna at Izamal, Structure

E-VIII-sub at Uaxactun, the Nohoch-Mul and Coba pyramids at Coba, the

Castillo at Chichen Itza, and the Pyramid of the Magician at Uxmal. This

latter structure is particularly interesting since its two stairways and very

rounded form make it unique among Mesoamerican pyramid-temples. As

shown in figure 20, the pyramid itself stands on a low platform with round

corners- and the body of the pyramid rises in two stages, with an additional

rectangular platform on top which supports the temple proper. Two steep

stairways on opposite sides of the pyramid give access to temples on two

different levels. It is extremely difficult to account for this unusual pyramidal

form which has no real precedents elsewhere within the Puuc region and

it may well be the result of influences from Chichen Itza, where large

platforms with rounded corners are found in the Red House and the Nunnery,

both of which show numerous Puuc-like architectural and decorative features.



Stepped pyramids without temples. As we have already seen, the

majority of Mesoamerican pyramids are actually combined pyramid-temple

structures in which the pyramid seems to exist primarily for the purpose

of supporting the temple on its summit. There are a few cases, however,

in which stepped pyramids were used by themselves and there is no indication

that they were ever intended to support superstructures of any kind. Included

in this category are the twin-pyramid complexes at Tikal, Structure 4 at

Copan, and the Pyramid at Acanceh. I am sure there are many other pyramids

of the same kind, particularly those which still lie buried under later

constructions, but the few examples noted above are sufficient to establish

the fact that stepped pyramids were actually used as entities in themselves,

and that the flat space on top, which was normally reserved for the summit

temple, served as the location for some kind of ceremonial activity which

did not require a temple building. The- twin-pyramid complexes at Tikal

are undoubtedly the best known examples of this form and each of these

complexes consists of a pair of radial-symmetrical pyramids combined with

a small palace-type building facing a walled compound on the fourth side

(Fig. 21). The flat tops of the pyramids provide ideal locations for public

ceremonies which could be carried out in full view of the spectators in the

plaza below, in contrast to the "private" or restrictive nature of the more

usual temple interior, which was dark and hidden from view.



Typical pyramid-temples. In spite of substantial differences in size

and architectural style, the majority of Mesoamerican pyramid-temples

can be called "typical" in the sense that they are square or rectangular

in plan and exhibit bilateral symmetry in terms of their organization. That

is, they are symmetrical in reference to a central axis which bisects the

single stairway and upper temple building. The orientation of a

pyramid-temple of this kind is determined by the location of the stairway

and temple doorway, and a clear distinction is made between the front,

back and sides of the combined form. Much has been written in recent years

regarding the "astronomical" significance of pyramid-temple orientations

but, as yet, there are no clear astronomical relationships that fully explain

these orientations, which vary from site to site and within individual sites

having multiple pyramids. Nevertheless, the particular orientation of any

specific pyramid-temple cannot be accidental since the generic form clearly

emphasizes directionality.

Many of the pyramid-temples which have already been discussed have

typical bilateral symmetrical forms, including the huge pyramids of the

Sun and Moon at Teotihuacan, but it seems useful to examine a few additional

examples which demonstrate the level of diversity which was achieved in

the design of both pyramids and temples. This is particularly true in the

lowland Maya area, where this diversity extended even to the design and

placement of roofcombs (cresterias), which gave added emphasis to their

directionality."* These appendages are found over the front, medial, or rear

walls of many lowland Maya temples and provided the ancient Maya with

an additional wall surface which always carried elaborate sculptural decor

ation.

Structure 4 at Labna, which is also called the Mirador Temple, is a

medium-sized pyramid-temple which is executed in the Early Puuc style.

As can be seen in figure 22, which shows the main facade in restored form,

both the pyramidal base and temple have relatively simple details, which

is characteristic of this style. Of particular interest is the high roofcomb

which rises directly over the front wall. The vertical extension of the front

wall has been linked to the "false fronts" seen on many buildings portrayed

in western movies and the extra surface provided by the roofcomb was utilized

for elaborate stucco sculptures, traces of which can still be seen today.
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Figure 22. Labna, Structure 4 (Mirador Temple)
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Structure 33 at Yaxhilan shows us a more elaborate version of the
A

typical pyramid-temple which includes a multi-chambered temple standing

on a complex three-level pyramidal base (Fig. 23). In this case, the high

roofcomb is centered over the medial dividing wall in the interior of the

temple and is double walled, with a space large enough to walk through

between the two adjacent walls. The focus of attention of the entire

composition is on a gigantic figure with a large feathered headdress, seated

on a throne in a niche in the center of the roofcomb, and there are smaller

figures of the same kind in the upper wall of the temple below. Double

walled roofcombs are also found on all of the pyramid-temples at Palenque

which included even more elaborate sculptures executed in stucco.

Figure 23. Yaxchilan - Structure 33 2i



Temple II at Tikal, which is also known as the Temple of the Masks,

includes a very elaborate three-step pyramidal base which features complex

apron-type moldings and inset corners on each level of its sloping sides (Fig.

24). The temple proper stands on a low building platform with a complex

shape and is crowned by a huge roofcomb which is situated over the rear

room. Numerous sealed chambers were carved out of the interior of the

massive roofcomb in order to reduce its weight. The front of the roofcomb,

and the upper wall of the temple itself, were covered with elaborate stucco

sculptures, now mostly fallen, but traces of a large head with elaborate

earplugs can still be seen on the surviving portion of the roofcomb.



Up to this point, we have focussed on the diversity in the shape, size

and details of the Mesoamerican pyramid but there is one common feature

which transcends local or regional styles. This is the omni-present

tablero-talud which Paul Gendrop (1984) recently described as "an

architectural tradition similar to the "classic orders" of ancient Greece".

As Gendrop points out, pyramids with tablero-talud profiles are found as

far afield as Teotihuacan, Tula, and Cholula in central Mexico. El Tajin

and other sites along the gulf coast, Monte Alban in Oaxaca, Tikal and Chichen

in the Maya lowlands, and Kaminaljuyu in the Guatemalan highlands.4 Gendrop

also believes that regional versions of the tablero-talud such as the "Toltec"

model from Tula and Chichen Itza and those found at El Tajin on the gulf

coast and at Mitla and Monte Alban in Oaxaca are independent, but parallel,

versions of the prototypical Teotihuacan model.

The limits of this brief paper preclude any detailed description and

analysis of the tablero-talud, and for a thorough examination of this special

profile the reader is referred to Cuadernos de Arquitectura Mesoamericana,

No. 2 (1984), which is devoted entirely to a review of this form. For purposes

of illustration, the pyramid of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan, Structure B

at Tula, System M at Monte Alban, the Pyramid of the Niches at El Tajin,

and the Temple of the Warriors at Chichen-Itza have been selected as being

representative of the various regional versions of the tablero-talud.

The pyramid of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan shows us one of the most

elegant interpretations of the tablero-talud (Fig. 25). Jutting out from the

alfardas bordering the stair and in the thick tableros are enormous heads

representing Quetzalcoatl, the Plumed Serpent. The serpent heads alternate

with heads of Tlaloc, a diety associated with water and rain. Other reliefs

with profiles of plumed serpents are also found on the taludes, amid various

kinds of seashells. Unfortunately, no trace remains of the temple which

once crowned the summit of this richly decorated pyramid.



The Temple of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli (Building B) at Tula is a very

large pyramid-temple whose pyramidal base rises in five steps. While most

of the outer covering of the pyramid has fallen, a small portion on the rear

shows the complex Toltec (or Tollan) version of the tablero, which rises

above a simple talud on two levels and on two planes (Fig. 26). The decorative

motifs here include jaguars, coyotes, and eagles, as well as the effigy of

Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli. On top of the pyramid stands the famous atlantes

of Tula, which once supported the roof of the temple.

The pyramid of complex M at Monte Alban includes typical Zapotec

versions of the tablero-talud. The tableros here, which are of the "scapulary"

type, are formed by a broken panel with a second sitting on top of it, thus

creating an overhanging double molding on the upper part (Fig. 27). The

restored temple shown in figure 27 is based on stone models which show

that tableros were also used to crown the roofs of Zapotec buildings.



The pyramid of the Niches at El Tajin provides us with the prototypical

version of the Tontonac tablero-talud (Fig. 28). Above the high, sloping

taludes, the projecting tableros are broken up into a series of niches, 365

in all. The heavy overhanging cornices above the tableros emphasize the

horizontality of the platforms forming the stepped pyramidal base, which

contrasts sharply with the vertical sweep of the stairway, flanked by broad

alfardas, inset with stepped-frets. The temple on top, now fallen, is based

on a hypothetical restoration by J. Garcia Payon (1976).

The Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza is somewhat reminiscent

of the Temple of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli at Tula, although the pyramidal

base has tablero-talud forms which are more common to Teotihuacan than

to Tula (Fig. 29). In spite of this, the tableros are decorated with eagles

and jaguars and the roof of the upper temple is supported by tall atlantes,

carved in relief, both of which seem Toltec inspired. The resurgance of

Teotihuacan type tablero-taludes in the far northeastern corner of Meso

america some five centuries after the fall of Teohihuaca is hard to explain,

but as Paul Gendrop (1984) has recently suggested, may represent a situation

where the tablero-talud has merely become a conventionalized symbol for

sacred architecture.
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Figure 29. Chichen Itza - Temple

o f the Warriors
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PYRAMID-TEMPLES IN THE POST-CLASSIC PERIOD

While the Classic period witnessed the rise and fall of many of the

truly great centers of Mesoamerican civilization, other groups were waiting

in the wings and the Post-Classic period ushered in an era marked by strife

and confusion. In spite of this, most parts of Mesoamerica, with the exception

of southern and central areas of the Maya lowlands, continued to thrive

as local groups competed for the land and resources once controlled by the

great Classic centers. The tradition of pyramid building also continued,

although some of these late structures were only pale imitations of their

Classic counterparts. As shown in figure 7, Post-Classic temple-pyramids

are found in western and northwestern Mexico, central Mexico, the Gulf

coast, Oaxaca, the Guatemalan highlands, the Northern plains and East coast

in the lowland Maya area, and at two sites in the Peten in the southern portion

of the Maya lowlands. None of these in any way rival the huge mass of the

Pyramids of the Sun and Mocn at Teotihuacan, or the great heights achieved

in the five major temples at Tikal. Nevertheless, the double pyramid-temples

at Tenayuca, Tlatelolco, Teopanzolco and Tenochtitlan were impressive

structures, as were the Castillo at Mayapan and, according to historical

sources, a large pyramid at T'Ho (now Merida), which was totally destroyed.

The double pyramid-temples noted above represent the only new

pyramidal type which can be added to the broad range of types developed

in the Classic period. The prototype for the double pyramid-temple seems

to have been developed at Tenayuca I (Fig. 30) and the later pyramids at

Teopanzolco, Tlatelolco, and Tenochtitlan were probably modeled after

the Tenayuca versions. Our knowledge of the great double pyramid-temple

at Tenochtitlan ((Templo Mayor) dedicated to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli,

comes mostly from historical accounts written shortly after the Conquest.

According to Marquina (1950), the pyramid, with its twin stairways, measured

100 by 80 meters along its base and 30 meters in height, not including the

twin pyramids on its top.5

The double pyramid-temple at Tenayuca underwent several enlargements

but retained its basic form throughout these changes. As shown in figure

31, the fourth stage included a pyramidal base with two stairways, marked
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off by broad alfardas in the center and at both ends. The twin temples on

top (now fallen) are modeled after the restored pyramid-temple at Santa

Cecilia on the outskirts of Tenayuca, which included "nailheads", skulls,

or vertical strips in the upper wall zone. The Pyramid at Teopanzolco (Fig.

32) shows a somewhat simpler version of the double pyramid and the lower

walls of the twin temples on top can still be seen today.

Somewhat surprisingly, the round pyramid reappeared in some numbers

in the Post-Classic period and examples of this form are found at Tzintzuntzan

in Michoacan, at Cempoala and Las Flores on the Gulf coast, and at

Calixtlahuaca in the State of Mexico. At both Tzintzantzun and Cempoala,

the round forms are combined with rectangular forms and both the Templo

del dios del Aire at Cempoala (Fig. 33) and the "Yacatas" at Tzintzuntzan

(Fig. 34) included round temples as well.

Figure 31. Tenayuca IV - Main Facade

/n m r n

Figure 32. Teopanzolco - Pyramid
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Figure 33. Cempoala - Templo

del dios del Aire

Figure 34. (below)

Tzintzantzun -

Yacatas
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SUMMARY

The arrival of the Spaniards in the early part of the sixteenth century

brought an end to Mesoamerican civilization, and the great pyramid-temples

at Tenochtitlan were to be the last of their kind. Today, most of us recoil

in horror when we read that the Aztec temples were blackened on the inside

with the smoke of copal incense and reeking with the small of burning human

hearts sacrificed to the hungry gods. But it was not always so and there

is little evidence to support the idea that the pyramid-temple was initiated

for sacrificial purposes or that it actually served this purpose in other parts

of Mesoamerica.

Much has been written about the "symbolism" involved in Mesoamerican

pyramids and how they might actually have been used. The pyramids and

their temples are assumed to be sacred sites where the most important

religious rites took place. As Donald Robertson (1963) put it:

"The pyramid is an elevated theatrical stage on which the religious

drama is enacted, and the temple proper functions almost like scenery;

at the same time it houses the image of the god and paraphernalia

of the cult."

The pyramid-temples are also thought to represent mountains as places

of origin of ancestors and the homes of their spirits and as such, sometimes

served as burial places for important personages. They also may have

expressed symbolically the concept of "water and mountain" or community.

Lastly, the great pyramid-temples of the Toltecs and Aztecs expressed the

religious vision of the ordering of the universe, with their four sides facing

the cardinal directions and their superimposed platforms and temple indicating

the hierarhical ordering of the natural world.

In spite of these differences in interpretation, what comes through

most strongly in all these descriptions is the essential "duality" which is

inevitably present in any version of the generic pyramid-temple form. This

duality can be expressed as man vs. nature, mountain and cave, solid and

void, earth and sky, or man and the gods. Anyone who has ever seen the

huge Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan, the towering temples at Tikal,

or the impressive Castillo at Chichen Itza cannot fail to respond to this
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fundamental duality; the great mass of the pyramidal base of the pyramid-

temple is solidly rooted in the earth, the home of man, while the temple

on top asserts its allegiance to the heavens, the home of the gods. In a very

real sense, the great pyramid-temples have become a "permanent" part

of the Mesoamerican landscape and in spite of the limitations imposed by

time, space, language and customs, the "spirit" of Mesoamerica, as embodied

in these monumental structures, will continue to survive as long as there

is an earth and a sky.

NOTES:

1. Traditionally, the Classic period for Mesoamerica as a whole is

limited to approximately 250-850 A.D. For purposes of this paper, this has

been extended to 1050 A.D. in order to include a Terminal Classic period

which applies only to the Puuc and Northern Plains regions in the lowland

Maya area.

2. There are well over a dozen twin-tower buildings in the Rio Bee

archaeological region and the simulated pyramid-temples represented by
the "towers" are considered to be the hallmark of the Rio Bee architectural

style.

3. The use of roofcombs appears to be limited to temples and other

building forms in the lowland Maya area although Late Classic temples,

such as those at Tenochtitlan, are assumed to have carried squarish super

structures on their roofs, much like the one found on the Temple of the

Seven Dolls at Dzibilchaltun, Yucatan, Mexico.

4. Gendrop (1984) has shown that the tablero-talud profile extended

to all comers of Mesoamerica but some of these examples refer to platforms
with tablero-talud profiles, rather than pyramids as being discussed here.

Nevertheless, there are many other pyramids in various parts of Mesoamerica

with this profile in addition to those cited here.

5. Recent excavations in an area very near the Zocalo and Cathedral

in Mexico City have brought to light the lower portions of many Aztec struc

tures, including the Templo Mayor of Tenochtitlan. This new data should

do much to extend our knowledge of this important pyramid-temple and

adjacent structures.
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